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Diamond Cubic Structure: Crystal Cut in Simulations: (Hamilton, Il'inskii, Zabolotskaya, 1996) Velocity waveforms in solid:
Coupled spectral evolution equations: 
→ eigenvalues of linear problem q 
SHOCK FORMATION DISTANCE
Estimate of shock formation distance: • Thorough theoretical study of nonlinear properties of SAWs in (001) plane of crystalline silicon.
Results:
• Nonlinearity matrix properties divide the waveform distortion into three regions:
Region Angular range Waveform Behavior I 0
• Steepens "backward"
• Wave propagation for θ ∼ = 21
• and θ ∼ = 32
• is linear even for finite amplitude SAW.
NONLINEARITY MATRIX & LINEAR THEORY
The nonlinearity matrix is given by
To compute this expression, the linear problem must first be solved.
Start with linearized wave equation
Next assume SAW solution of form
where l s = {1, 0, ζ}. Substitute Eq. (2) into Eq. (1) to yield
Solve Eq. (3) subject to the stress-free surface bound. cond.
Substituting Eq. (2) into Eq. (4) yields
These equations can be solved numerically for l
i , and C s .
RESULTS FROM LINEAR THEORY
Description of acoustic modes for Si with SAW on (001) plane:
• Three bulk modes, one surface mode 
